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 Abstract: The paper presents a conceptual model for compiling a textual structured 
database information system of lands with built in irrigation works. This tracking and 
inventory subsystem regarding technical and economic data of lands within the perimeters of 
hydro-ameliorative layouts, relies on data provided by the general cadastre.  The data 
provided by general cadastre is supplemented with specific content information of the hydro-
ameliorative layouts, in order to achieve the informational system of lands with built in 
irrigation works. 
 
 1. General aspects regarding the informational system of lands with built in 
irrigation works 
 
 According to Law 7/1996 with all its given amended "general cadastre and land 
registry form a unified and unique evidence system of technical, economic and legal data [...] 
of all the parcels across the country". So the general cadastre covers the entire country and the 
inventory is made inside the territorial administrative units: towns and villages. Although the 
data given by the general cadastre covers different issues like technical, economic and legal 
aspects, they are limited in detail. Cadastral inventory involves identifying the land parcels, 
measuring them, putting them on maps and plans, determination of their areas and record their 
description. Regarding the description of the land parcels, the general cadastre provides 
limited information because of their diversity and large number of characteristics for the 
entire country's land fund. 
 Basically, the information provided by the general cadastre can not satisfy the needs of 
guidance in various fields of activities, carried out on large areas.  

Their needs for specific data, detailed in a certain field are satisfied by a specific 
cadastral informational system like a "informational system specific to each activity". This 
subsystem is based on cadastral data supplied by general cadastre. 

According to the Law of cadastre and land registration no.7 / 1996 with subsequent 
amendments in Article 2 paragraph (1) which states "cadastre will be conducted at the level of 
territorial administrative units by cadastral sectors" and in Article 12 paragraph (1) "technical 
documents shall be prepared for each cadastral sector  [...]. The technical documents are: the 
cadastral plan, the cadastral register of land parcels and the alphabetical list of property 
owners, land holders and other possessors.  

So the informational system of lands with built in irrigation works is based on data 
provided by the technical documents prepared by carrying out systematic cadastral works 
across de cadastral sectors. 
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 2. Achieving the textual database of the informational system of lands with built 
in irrigation works 
 

The land parcels represented with or without the buildings within, throughout the 
administrative territorial units belonging to one or more owners, which is identified by a 
unique cadastral number, is the main element that structures the database of the informational 
system of lands with built in irrigation works. This is necessary, because all the cadastral 
technical documents uniquely identifies within territorial administrative units the land parcels 
by a cadastral number, called hereinafter ID. 

Polygonal graphical entities representing a property may be attached to several parcels 
of land (numbered within that property), and an entity that represents a parcel may be attached 
to several buildings, also numbered in the parcel, according to figure no.1. 

PRO PERTY
Unique cadastral

num ber (ID)
PA RCEL CON STRU CTION

 
Fig. no. 1 Structured data attached to the land parcel 

Technical subcategory (served area)

PARCEL

Areas with land irrigation works (Asi)

Areas with draining and drainage works  (Asd)

Areas with paddy fields (Asp)

Areas with soil erosion control works (Asc)

Areas with flood defence works and regulation of
watercourses (Asfd)

Pressure buried pipelines

Maine pipelines (MP)

Secondary pipelines (SP)

Antennas

Electricity supply network

Telecommunication and dispatching networks

Fig. no. 2 Specific structure of the database with lands with built in irrigation works 
  

The specific requirements of the informational system of lands with built in irrigation 
works are specified in the Order of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forests, Waters and 
Environment no. 65/2004 given to approve the Methodological Norms in order cu accomplish 
the cadastre of land improvement. Economic evidence envisages defining subcategories of 
land use that to prevent any confusion I called technical subcategories. To the polygonal 
graphical entities which define the land parcels  will have attached the codes that define land 
areas served by land improvement works and information about its facilities with buried 
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pressure pipeline, electricity and the telecommunication and dispatching equipment,  (figure 
no. 2). 
 Because endowments with irrigation works, drainage, flood defense works and works 
to regulate watercourses, all correspond with construction works the information regarding 
the economical evidence of the land parcels occupied by these types of works have attached 
graphical polygonal entities representing this type of constructions (figure no. 3.a). For the 
same reasons the constructions may have attached textual information regarding the type of 
land improvement works, which can be linked to the hydroameliorative system in which the 
land parcel is integrated (figure no. 3.b.). Also textual information concerning the 
characteristics of irrigation works within the land parcels are attached graphical entities that 
define construction. 
 

CONSTRUCTIONS Technical subcategory (occupied area)

Areas with land irrigation works (Aoi)

Areas with draining and drainage works  (Aod)

Areas with flood defence works and regulation of
watercourses (Aofd)

Fig. no. 3.a The structure of the databse specific to the hydroameliorative works attached to 
the constructions 

IRRIGATION_EQUIPMENT_Construction
Colecting works
Adduction works
Distribution works
Other works

LAND_WORKS_CATEGORY
Irrigation
Draining
Drainage
Embankment
Regularization of watercourses

HYDROAMELIORATIVE SYSTEM

LAYOUT

COLLECTING_Type
Gravitational
Pumping

ADDUCTION_Type
Adduction Canal AC
Rang I Distribution Canal DCI
Hydrotechnical constructions

TYPE_OF_LAYOUT
Gravitational  (with opened canals)
Pumping (with pressure buried pipelines)
Mixed

TYPE_other_works
Constructions for the operation and
maintenance of the system
Roads for agricultural exploitation

CONSTRUCTIONS

 
 

Fig. no. 3.b The structure of the databse specific to the hydroameliorative works attached to the 
constructions 
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The land irrigation works endowments are shown in figure no. 4, figure no. 5 and figure no. 6.  

STRUCTURE_TYPE_Gravitational
With dam
Without dam

STRUCTURE_TYPE_Pumping
Suppling pumping station  SPS
Reversible pumping station RPS

TECHNICAL_DATA

COLLECTING_Type
Gravitational
Pumping

TECHNICAL_DATA

 
Fig. no. 4 The structure of the textual database  for collecting the water to serve the irrigation 

works 

SECTION_AC
1
2

n

TECHNICAL_DATA_AC_section 1

TYPE_Hydrotechnical_Constructions
Pier
Undercrossings
Culverts
Surge of overflow
Bottom draining

TECHNICAL_DATA_pier

TYPE_undercrossing
With drainage canal
With irrigation pipelines

TECHNICAL_DATA__undercrossings

TYPE_culverts
Dalet culverts
One wire culverts
Two wire culverts

TECHNICAL_DATA__culverts

TECHNICAL_DATA_DC I

TECHNICAL_DATA__surge_of_owerflow

TECHNICAL_DATA_bottom_draining

ADDUCTION_Type
Adduction Canal AC
Rang I Distribution Canal DCI
Hydrotechnical constructions

 
 

Fig. no. 5 The structure of the textual database  for headracing the water through  the 
irrigation system 

 
STRUCTURE_TYPE_gravitational_layout
Main irrigation canals MIC
Secondary irrigation canals SIC
Sector distribution canals cds

TECHNICAL_DATA_canals

STRUCTURE_TYPE_pumping
Irrigation in plots with stations
implementing centralized pressure
Irrigation with pressurizing stations in a
single line diagram with aggregation pumping

STRUCTURE_TYPE_centralized_plots
Pressurizing station PS

STRUCTURE_TYPE_in_a sigle_line_diagram
Pressurizing aggregates

MIXED_LAYOUT

TYPE_OF_LAYOUT
Gravitational  (with opened canals)
Pumping (with pressure buried pipelines)
Mixed

 
Fig. no. 6 The structure of the textual database  for the water distribution water through  the 
irrigation system 
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 3. Conclusions 
 
 Achieving the information system of land with built in irrigation works provides an 
extremely useful tool in improving the workings in this activity field, especially in the context 
of climate change we are experiencing in recent years; 
 The textual database structure of the information system of land with built in irrigation 
works is based on data provided by the general cadastre regarding land parcel, parcel and 
construction and is filled with informations with specific content of the irrigation works. 
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